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The recent measurement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment am shows a 2.6s deviation from the
standard model value. We show that it puts an interesting bound on the mass of the second generation
leptoquarks. To account for the data the leptoquark must have both left- and right-handed couplings to the
muon. Assuming that the couplings have electromagnetic strength, the mass is restricted in the range 0.7
TeV,M LQ,2.2 TeV at 95% C.L. We also discuss constraints coming from other low energy and high energy
experiments. If first-second-generation universality is assumed, constraints come from atomic-parity violation
and charged-current universality. We show that the coexistence with other leptoquarks can satisfy these addi-
tional constraints and at the same time does not affect am .
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.64.033001 PACS number~s!: 13.40.Em, 12.15.Lk, 12.60.2iMany grand unified theories predict the existence of lep-
toquarks, which are composite objects that carry both the
lepton and quark numbers. The discovery of such particles
certainly affects the planning for future experiments and
guides the building of theories. In fact, leptoquarks have
been actively searched for in many collider experiments
@1,2#, and will still be in the future. Precision measurements
are also very useful in testing leptoquark models and restrict-
ing parameter space. The measurement of the anomalous
magnetic moment of leptons @3,4# is one such experiment
that can constrain the model.
The recent measurement of the muon anomalous mag-
netic moment by the experiment E821 @5# at Brookhaven
National Laboratory has reduced the error to a substantially
smaller level. Combined with previous measurements the
new world average is @6#
am
expt5116 592 023 ~151!310211, ~1!
where the standard model ~SM! prediction is
am
SM5116 591 597 ~67!310211, ~2!
in which the QED, hadronic, and electroweak contributions
have been included. Thus, the deviation from the SM value is
Dam[am
expt2am
SM5~42.6616.5!310210. ~3!
This 2.6s deviation may be a hint of new physics because
the deviation is beyond the uncertainties in QED, elec-
troweak, and hadronic contributions.
Various extensions of the SM, namely, supersymmetry
@7#, additional gauge bosons @8#, leptoquarks @3,9,10#, extra
dimensions, and muon substructure @11#, all contribute to
am . However, not all of them can contribute in the right
direction as indicated by the data. Thus, the am
expt measure-
ment can differentiate among various models, and perhaps
with other existing data can put very strong constraints on
the model under consideration.
In this article, we investigate the contributions of various
leptoquarks to am . We limit ourselves to the second genera-
tion leptoquarks only without considering any generation
mixing in order to avoid dangerous flavor-changing neutral0556-2821/2001/64~3!/033001~5!/$20.00 64 0330currents. Our main result is summarized as follows. To ac-
count for the am data the solution requires a leptoquark that
has both left-handed and right-handed chiral couplings and
the mass is required to be about 0.7–2.2 TeV for an electro-
magnetic coupling strength. This solution is consistent with
direct and indirect experimental searches. The am data disfa-
vors, if it does not rule out, leptoquarks that have only a left-
or right-handed coupling. Also, coexistence with other lepto-
quarks can easily satisfy additional constraints, e.g., atomic-
parity violation ~APV! and charged-current ~CC! universal-
ity, without affecting am .
While we were completing this work, a paper @9# ap-
peared, that describes similar solutions to am including the
m2t leptoquarks. Although this m2t leptoquark could im-
ply a very large contribution to am because of the large top
quark mass, it could also give rise to flavor-changing pro-
cesses such as t→cg ,cm1m2. We do not consider this op-
tion. In addition, we also have some sign differences in the
main result.
The interaction Lagrangians for the F50 and F522 (F
is the fermion number! scalar leptoquarks are @12#
LF505lL l¯LuRS1/2L 1lR*q¯ LeR~it2S 1/2R*!1l˜ L l¯LdRS˜ 1/2L 1H.c.,
~4!
LF5225gLq¯ L(c)it2lLS 0L1gRu¯R(c)eRS 0R1g˜Rd¯R(c)eRS˜ 0R
1g3Lq¯ L
(c)it2tW lLSW 1L1H.c., ~5!
where qL ,lL denote the left-handed quark and lepton dou-
blets, uR ,dR ,eR denote the right-handed up-type quark,
down-type quark, and lepton singlet, and qL
(c)
,uR
(c)
,dR
(c) de-
note the charge-conjugated fields. The subscript on the lep-
toquark fields denotes the weak isospin of the leptoquark,
while the superscript (L ,R) denotes the handedness of the
lepton that the leptoquark couples to. The color indices of the
quarks and leptoquarks are suppressed. The components of
the F50 leptoquark fields are
S1/2L ,R5S S1/2L ,R(22/3)S1/2L ,R(25/3)D , S˜ 1/2L 5S S˜ 1/2
L(1/3)
2S˜ 1/2
L(22/3)D , ~6!©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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the parentheses, and the corresponding hypercharges are
Y (S1/2L )5Y (S1/2R )527/3 and Y (S˜ 1/2L )521/3. The F522
leptoquarks S 0L ,S 0R ,S˜ 0R are isospin singlets with hyper-
charges 2/3,2/3,8/3, respectively, while S 1L is a triplet with
hypercharge 2/3:
S 1L5S S1L(4/3)S1L(1/3)
S1
L(22/3)
D . ~7!
The SU(2)L3U(1)Y symmetry is assumed in the
Lagrangians of Eqs. ~4! and ~5!.
To calculate the contribution to am we start with the F
50 leptoquark S 1/2L ,R that has both left- and right-handed cou-
plings. The other leptoquarks with either left- or right-
handed couplings are simply special cases of it. The La-
grangian can be rewritten as
LS1/25m¯ ~lLPR1lRPL!cS1/2
(25/3)1H.c. , ~8!
where PL ,R5(17g5)/2 and we explicitly write the second
generation particles, the m lepton and c quark. The result can
easily be obtained by some modifications on a m→eg @13#
calculation, as follows @am is defined by L
5(e/4mm)amm¯ sabmFab]:
Dam~S1/2!52
Nc
16p2
mm
2
MS1/2
2 H ~ ulLu21ulRu2!@QcF5~x !
2QSF2~x !#1
mc
mm
Re~lLlR*!@QcF6~x !
2QSF3~x !#J , ~9!
where
F2~x !5
1
6~12x !4
~126x13x212x326x2ln x !,
F3~x !5
1
~12x !3
~12x212x ln x !,
F5~x !5
1
6~12x !4
~213x26x21x316x ln x !,
F6~x !5
1
~12x !3
~2314x2x222 ln x !.
In the above expression, Nc53,Qc52/3,QS525/3, and x
5mc
2/MS1/2
2
, and we have neglected terms proportional to
mm
2 /MS1/2
2 in the parentheses. Our expression agrees with that
in Ref. @4#.03300For the F522 leptoquarks only S 0L ,R has both the left-
and right-handed couplings. The Lagrangian can be rewritten
as
LS05m¯ ~gL*PR1gR*PL!c (c)S0*(21/3)1H.c. ~10!
The contribution to am can be obtained from Eq. ~9! with the
following substitutions:
mc→2mc , Qc→Qc(c), lL ,R→gL ,R* , ~11!
where Qc(c)522/3 and QS521/3 for this leptoquark.
We note that our expression for the F522 leptoquark
agrees with Ref. @9#, but we have a different expression for
the F50 leptoquark. Reference @9# does not distinguish be-
tween these two types of leptoquark.
Next, we use our expressions to fit to Dam . The range of
Dam at the 95% C.L. (61.96s) is
10.3310210,Dam,74.9310210. ~12!
A rough estimate for the allowed range of M LQ can be ob-
tained by realizing the dominant term in Eq. ~9!. In Eq. ~9!,
the term with Re(lLlR*) dominates over the term with
(ulLu21ulRu2), because of the enhancement factor of
mc /mm . This is valid as long as lL’lR . Also, the function
F6(x)→(2322 ln x) and F3(x)→1 when x→0. Therefore,
Dam~S1/2!.
21
8p2
mcmm
MS1/2
2 Re~lLlR*!~26!, ~13!
where the numerical factor of 26 is estimated by varying
MS1/2 between 0.5 and 1.5 TeV. With the 95% C.L. bound on
Dam we obtain
2.6 TeV,
MS1/2
A2Re~lLlR*!
,7.2 TeV. ~14!
Similarly, for the F522 leptoquark S0 we obtain
2.5 TeV,
MS0
A2Re~gL*gR!
,6.7 TeV. ~15!
If lL52lR5e and gL52gR5e , where e5A4paem,
0.8 TeV,MS1/2,2.2 TeV
and 0.7 TeV,MS0,2.0 TeV. ~16!
We show in Fig. 1 the contributions to Dam from the F50
and F522 leptoquarks S1/2 and S0, respectively, using the
exact expression of Eq. ~9!. We have used lL(gL)5
2lR(gR)5e . The shaded region is the 95% C.L. range al-
lowed as in Eq. ~12!. One can see from the graph that the
bounds on MS1/2 and MS0 are very close to the estimate in
Eq. ~16!.1-2
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or right-handed coupling? We can use Eq. ~9! with only lL
or lR ; then Dam is given by
Dam52
Nc
16p2
mm
2
M LQ
2 ulLu
2@QcF5~x !2QSF2~x !# . ~17!
The factor in the square brackets is only a fraction of unity.
Thus, this Dam is suppressed by about 1023 relative to the
contributions from S1/2 or S0. Hence, the mass limits are
weakened by a factor of A1023’0.03, which means the lep-
toquarks are lighter than 100 GeV in order to explain the
am
expt
. This is obviously ruled out by the Tevatron direct
search limit on the second generation leptoquarks @1# ~see
below!.
We note that these two leptoquarks also give rise to an
electric dipole moment ~EDM! of the muon, provided that
Im(lLlR*) is nonzero. The contribution to the EDM is given
by
dm5
eNc
32p2
mc
M LQ
2 Im~lLlR*!@QcF6~x !2QSF3~x !# , ~18!
where d f is defined by L5(2i/2)d f f¯smng5 f Fmn. Note that
the same large numerical factor, scaling as ln(MLQ2 /mc2), is in
the square brackets.
We also note that the self-energy diagram of the muon
with the leptoquark and charm quark inside the loop gives a
radiative correction to the muon mass. We calculated this
diagram and found that it has an UV divergent piece and a
finite piece. While the divergent piece is absorbed into the
renormalization constant, the finite piece is given by dmm
;(Ncl2/16p2)mcln(MLQ2 /mm2 ). Numerically, dmm is less
than the observed muon mass for l.e and M LQ
.1 –2 TeV, such that dmm can be included into the defini-
FIG. 1. Contributions to Dam from the F50 leptoquark S1/2 and
the F522 leptoquark S0. The shaded region is the 95% C.L. range
of Dam given in Eq. ~12!.03300tion of the pole mass without any fine tuning problem, which
gives the observed muon mass.
Summarizing, only the leptoquarks S1/2 and S0 that
couple to both left- and right-handed muons can explain the
data on Dam , while the other leptoquarks alone cannot ex-
plain the data. In fact, it is advantageous to have the coex-
istence of other leptoquarks because they can satisfy con-
straints from other experiments and at the same time will not
give any sizable contribution to am .
The most obvious limits on leptoquarks are the direct
search limits at the Fermilab Tevatron pp¯ collision and at the
DESY ep collider HERA, based on two next-leading-order
~NLO! calculations @14#. Both the Collider Detector at Fer-
milab ~CDF! and DO searched for the first and second gen-
eration leptoquarks. Their limits are independent of the lep-
toquark couplings because the production is via the strong
interaction. The lower limits on the first ~LQ1! and second
~LQ2! generation scalar leptoquarks are given by @1#
M LQ1.242 GeV for b51 ~CDF and DO combined!,
M LQ2.202 ~160! GeV for b51 ~0.5! ~CDF!,
M LQ2.200 ~180! GeV for b51 ~0.5! ~DO !,
~19!
where b5B(LQ→lq). At HERA, direct searches are limited
to the first generation leptoquarks and depend on the lepto-
quark couplings. The best limits with l5e are @2#
M LQ1.280 GeV ~ZEUS!, ~20!
M LQ1.275 GeV ~H1!. ~21!
The leptoquark solutions in Eq. ~16! are safe with these lim-
its.
There are also other existing constraints. In particular, if
first-second-generation universality is assumed for the lepto-
quarks, very strong constraints come from low energy and
high energy experiments @15,16#. Among the constraints the
APV and the CC universality are the most relevant to lepto-
quarks.
First-second-generation universality. It is convenient to
parametrize the effective interactions of leptoquarks in terms
of contact parameters hab
lq
, where a and b denote the chiral-
ity of the lepton and the quark, respectively, when the mass
of the leptoquarks is larger than the energy scale of the ex-
periment. The contact parameters are defined by
LL5(
l ,q
$hLL
lq l¯LgmlLq¯ LgmqL1hLR
lq l¯LgmlLq¯ RgmqR
1hRL
lq l¯RgmlRq¯ LgmqL1hRR
lq l¯RgmlRq¯ RgmqR%.
~22!
The APV is measured in terms of weak charge QW . The
updated value with an improved atomic calculation @17,18# is
about 1.0s larger than the SM prediction, namely, DQW
[QW(Cs)2QWSM(Cs)50.4460.44. The contribution to
DQW from the contact parameters is given by @15,16#1-3
KINGMAN CHEUNG PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033001DQW5~211.4 TeV2!@2hLLeu 1hRReu 2hLReu 1hRLeu #1
~212.8TeV2!@2hLL
ed 1hRR
ed 2hLR
ed 1hRL
ed # . ~23!
Another important constraint is the CC universality. It is ex-
pressed as hCC5hLL
ed 2hLL
eu 5(0.05160.037) TeV22. These
DQW and hCC are the two most important constraints rel-
evant to leptoquarks. With the first-second-generation uni-
versality hab
eu 5hab
mc and hab
ed 5hab
ms
. We are going to analyze
the leptoquark solutions that we found above with respect to
these two constraints. Other high energy experiments such as
HERA deep inelastic scattering, Drell-Yan production, and
CERN e1e2 collider LEP II hadronic cross sections also
constrained leptoquarks, but are relatively easy to satisfy
with TeV mass leptoquarks @15#.
For the F50 leptoquark S1/2 with the interaction given in
Eq. ~8!, the contributions to h are
hLR
mc52
ulLu2
2MS1/2
2 , hRL
mc52
ulRu2
2MS1/2
2 , ~24!
which are equal to 2(0.01–0.07)TeV22 for lL52lR5e
and the mass range in Eq. ~16!. Similarly, for the F522
leptoquark S0 with the interaction given in Eq. ~10!, the con-
tributions to h are
hLL
mc5
ugLu2
2MS0
2 , hRR
mc 5
ugRu2
2MS0
2 , ~25!
which are equal to 0.01–0.08 TeV22 for gL52gR5e and
the mass range in Eq. ~16!.
Neither of these leptoquarks contributes to DQW as the
contributions get canceled. While S1/2 does not contribute to
hCC , S0 contributes to hCC but in the opposite direction.
The lower mass range of S0 is then ruled out by the hCC
constraint.
As mentioned above, coexistence of other leptoquarks
could satisfy the constraints on DQW and hCC . The DQW
constraint can be satisfied by the coexistence of either
S 1/2R (22/3) with interactions 2lReRdLS 1/2R (22/3)1H.c. or SW 1L
with interactions 2g3L(uL(c)eLS 1L(1/3)1A2dL(c)eLS 1L(4/3))
1H.c. @15#. The mass required to fit to DQW is MS 1/2R
51.2 TeV or MSW1L52.0 TeV with electromagnetic coupling
strength. For such heavy leptoquarks with only a left-handed
or right-handed coupling, the contributions to Dam are cer-
tainly negligible. At the same time SW 1L contributes to hCC in
the right direction, while S 1/2R (22/3) does not.
Summarizing, we can have the following three viable
combinations of leptoquarks.03300~1! S1/2(25/3) and SW 1L . The former explains Dam and the
latter satisfies DQW and in the right direction as hCC . This is
the best scenario.
~2! S1/2(25/3) and S 1/2R (22/3). The former explains Dam and
the latter satisfies DQW . They both have no effect on hCC ,
but it is fine.
~3! S0 and SW 1L . The former explains Dam but violates
hCC . The latter can help by pulling the leptoquark solution
within a reasonable deviation in hCC and still partially ex-
plaining DQW .
No first-second-generation universality. In this case, vir-
tually no constraints exist on the second generation lepto-
quarks. The constraint of Ds
1→m1n mentioned in Ref. @9#
applies only to a very low leptoquark mass, which has al-
ready been ruled out by direct search @1#. There was a low
energy muon deep inelastic scattering experiment on carbon
@19#. An analysis @20# showed that this mC experiment re-
sults in a constraint
2DC3u2DC3d521.50564.92, ~26!
2DC2u2DC2d51.7466.31, ~27!
where DC2q5(hLLlq 2hLRlq 1hRLlq 2hRRlq )/(2A2GF) and
DC3q5(2hLLlq 1hLRlq 1hRLlq 2hRRlq )/(2A2GF). The lepto-
quark solutions of S1/2 and S0 give DC2q50 and DC3q;
21023. Therefore, the constraint from the mC scattering is
too weak to affect the leptoquark solutions.
We conclude that the 2.6s deviation in the recent am mea-
surement places useful constraints on leptoquark models. To
account for the am data the leptoquark must have both the
left- and right-handed couplings to the muon. Assuming that
the couplings have electromagnetic strength, the mass is re-
stricted to be about 0.7 TeV,M LQ,2.2 TeV. If no first-
second-generation universality is assumed, this mass range is
well above the direct search limit at the Tevatron. On the
hand, if first-second-generation universality is assumed, con-
straints also come from other low energy and high energy
experiments, among which the atomic-parity violation and
charged-current universality are the most important. We have
shown that coexistence with other leptoquarks can satisfy
these additional constraints and at the same time does not
affect the am . Leptoquarks in such a mass range could be
produced at the LHC via the strong interaction.
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